Hard Coatings on Contaminated
Surfaces A Case Study
Dr. George Fischer
hysical Vapor Deposited (PVD)
coatings such as TiN (titanium
nitride) have been a boon for
I cutting
too] manufacturers. They
reduce wear and, therefore, extend 1:001
life, which in tum reduce production
costs. But PVD coatings are expensive,
and when they fail. they cost both time
and money and the causes of the failure
are not always readily apparent
Althoughlhe present case study deals
with lap, its conclusions are equally
valid for any ground metallic surface.
such as those found in tool and die cutting and forming and medical in tru-

mi.

ment, firearm, and gear cutting tool
manufacturing,
or any 'Other process
where grinding is one of the manufacturing operations,
Bad Taps
A customer turned 10 us with the
request to analyze a batch of PVD titaai11m nitride (TIN) coated taps, Allhough
the coating looked perfect. with a shiny,
even, deep gold hue, the taps failed prematurely: There was immediate adhe ion
and edge buildup.
In the beginning. we su peeted adhesive failure due to inadequate cleaning
prior to TiN deposition.
Subsequent

Surface Preparation for
PVD Hard Coatings
Surface cleanliness, a prerequisite for high coating quality, can be
achieved by observing the following guidelines:
Dress grinding wheels three or four times more frequently than
for uncoated parts. Avoid "spark-out," which causes cold working of
impurities into surfaces. Make sure there are no burrs on edges.
Avoid rubberized or resinoid buffing wheels or diamond polish.
Do not sand- or bead-blast or vapor-hone surfaces.
Use good quality silicon carbide wet-and-dry paper for manual
polishing. Start with a coarse grit and proceed in small steps with finer
and finer paper until the desired finish is achieved. Use plenty of water,
changing water and rinsing between steps. Change paper frequently
and apply only light pressure to minimize rubbing and maximize cutting.
Do not use peel or dip coat and/or hydrocarbon rust preventives,
such as WD-40.
Do not use chemical scale or rust removers/preventives.
Remove screws, clean tools of shop soil in a mixture of one part
machine oil (any kind will do) and 16 parts mineral spirit. Cleanliness of
crevices and coolant ducts is especially important
Use cadmium-free braze for brazed tools; make sure there are no
crevices and pinholes in the brazed joint
Do not attempt to coat black-oxided or electroplated surfaces.
To ship, wrap tightly in newspaper.
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analy is of the

failed tools

howed that

the reason were more subtle.
Taps typically contain three different
surfaces: Their shanks are ground on a
centerlessgrinder,
often by a third party;
their flutes are either milled or ground by
a relatively coarse grinding wheel. and
the threads are 1I uallygroundl by a finer
wheel which contains the thread profile.
Asa rule, the coarsest surface is that of
the flute. Therefore, insufficient cleaning
would cause coating failure predominantlyon the flutes. However, in this case,
cratch te t under the micro cope
revealed table coating. with good adheion on both the flutes and shanks, but
consistently high failure rate on the flanks.
PVD processes are inherently delocalized: They do not produce large differences in the coating quality of adjacent
areas of identically prepared. urfaces,
The coaling differences on flutes and
flanks could not be can ed by the PVD
process, and the good coaling quality on
shanks and flutes was an indication of
correct technology.
Therefore, we concentrated on the
flan.ks. Secondary ion mass spectrometry,
auger electron pectroscopy and electron
induced X-ray spectroscopy
revealed
contaminated para-surface region on th
flanks. Moreover, the comparison ofsurface chemistries of the flanks and the
grinding wheelindkaled
that mosi. of the
contamination originated from the grinding wheel
Grinding Whee. the Culprit
How is material transferred from a
grinding wheel to the workpiece? Whal
is the mechanism of impregnation of
contaminants
into the surface? TIte e
que tiOIl couldbe answered by can idenng the grinding mechanism.
.A grinding wheel consists of a relatively soft, often porous matrix with hard
abrasive particles embedded and anchored
in it. In a new or freshly dressed wheel,

shaIp abrasive particles protrude from
the surface. Dwing.gnnding.
weakly
bound particles are dislodged from the
wheel matrix and lost The remainder
cuts the workpiece material and wears
continuously; '!he average edge radius of
the abrasive particles increases with
time. causing an increase in the cutting
forces and I.eading to plastic deformation
of the workpiece surface.
With increasing. forces on individual
particles, an ever-increasing number are
lost. and fewer particles with larger and
larger edge radii come in contact with
the workpiece. Consequently. the malerial removal rate decreases and the generated heat increases. This process is
exacerbated by "loading" of the wheel
with debris from its own surface and the
workpiece.
Eventually
the material
removal ceases.and the wheel only rubs
the surface. causing inten e heating and
melting or "glazing."
During grinding. foreign matter from
the grinding wheel and the coolant is
deposited onto the workpiece. Furthermore, freshly exposed. metallic surfaces
are cbemicaUy reactive and quickly
oxidize andlor react with constituents
of the coolant. However, because of the
high removal rate of a freshly dressed
grinding wheel,these
impunties are
effectively removed, and the surface
remain dean.
As the wheel wears and the remova]
rate decreases, a residua] impurity layer is
formed on the surface and cold-worked
into the materia]. thus creating a mechanically burnished, chemically impure parasurface region. The impurity conoentration
is further enhanced by increased diffusional masseanspert
caused by the heargenerated bylbe worn wheeL.
With the increasing
non-metallic
impurity concentratien, the coating adhesion monotonically decreases up to the
point of spontaneous coaling delamination from the surfaces. There can be
noticeable deterioration well before the
appearance of visible signs of surface
loading, which makes it. difficult to
defme the proper wheel dressing procedures and freq-uency.
From the preceding description, it is
clear that incorrect grinding 'can cause
coating failures. We]] dressed, relatively

soft, open wheels should be used for
grinding surfaces intended for PVD
coatings. Optimum wheel composition,
grade and dressing conditions for a particular application are usually suggested
by the suppliers or found by trial and
error. A good rule of tb.umb is that the
frequency
of dressing
of grinding
wheels should be some three to four
Limes higher for taps that are to be coated than for those remaining uncoated, 0
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TOS CIEILAKO'VICE
GEAR HOIBBliNG .AND SHAPING MACHINES

Gear HobblngllMachine,

Model OFA 32 R
The Gear Shaping machines are
designed to shape ,external and

TOS CElAKOVIIC:E offers Gear
Hobbingand Shaping machines
in manual and CNC versions. The
machlnesa.ccept workpiece
diameters Iranging from '6"-27" and
are suitabl'e for single piece and
batch pr,oduction.

sprccket Wheels, gear segments,

The ,Gea,Hobblng machines are

IFeatures include:

capa.'bleof precision hobbing of
ext,emal spur and helical gears,
sprocket wheels, and worm
wheelS usingl the radial and
tangential methods, andl spUna
shafts and other pro1iled
components using the generating
method.

internall spur and helical gears,
racks, clutches, cams and other
Iprofiled c.omponents in the
generating method'.

.•Hydrostatic ram spindle bearingl
.•.Automa.tic work cycles
-Infinitely variable double strokes
and clreutar feeds
.•Option of radial plunge, cut IQ[
radial plunge cut with roUing
• Selectable cutting cycles
For more information write, phone. or fax:

Features include:
• Static and dynamiC rigidity
• Automatic work cycles
• Infinitely variable hob speeds
• Hydraulic clamping cylinder
• Capability of c-enventionall and
climb milling
• iRepeat hob cutting
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